Abstract.
Introduction
In recent years the study of valuations on division algebras has proven useful in solving problems in the theory of algebras. For instance, valued division algebras were used in the construction of noncrossed products [A, JW,, T] and in the construction of division algebras with nontrivial SKX [P, DK] . The Malcev-Neumann algebras studied by Tigñol and Amitsur in [TA] are further examples of valued division algebras. Work on valued division algebras has intensified somewhat in the last few years, and a reasonable amount is known about such algebras (see for instance [JW2, PY, TW] ).
There are some problems in dealing with valued division algebras. One problem in particular is how to generalize the notion of valuation to matrix algebras. Matrix algebras arise naturally when dealing with division algebras, for instance as the tensor product of two division algebras. Having a "valuation" on a matrix algebra that yields information about the underlying division algebra of the algebra would be a helpful tool, since getting at the underlying division algebra can be quite difficult in general. In Van Geel's book [V] there are a number of valuation ring and valuation-like conditions. A further candidate for valuation rings in matrix algebras is the rings Dubrovin defined in [D, ] . The nice structure and good extension and uniqueness properties of Dubrovin valuation rings (see [W, ] ) indicate that these rings are perhaps the correct definition of a valuation ring of a simple Artinian ring.
In this paper we introduce the notion of a value function on a simple Artinian ring. While there is no value function associated to an arbitrary Dubrovin valuation ring, we will prove that there is a value function associated to a Dubrovin valuation ring which is integral over its center. Value functions behave similarly to valuations on division algebras. We will prove a number of results about integral Dubrovin valuation rings (that is, Dubrovin valuation rings integral over their center) by using value functions in much the same way as one would use a valuation. For instance, by using value functions we are able to get information about Dubrovin valuation rings in a tensor product (Theorem 3.3) . This leads to new information about division algebras over Henselian fields (see Corollary 3.6 and the comments preceding it). In [MW] this author and A. Wadsworth will use value functions to study valued division algebras. By being able to work directly with matrix algebras we will give new and simpler proofs of some results in [JW2 ] . For the rest of this section we will give some definitions and elementary properties. We will denote by T* the group of units of a ring T. Property (b) shows that any one-sided ideal of R is actually two-sided, and (a) shows that the ideals of R are linearly ordered by inclusion. Thus the set T = {dR \ d e D*} can be made into a totally ordered group by setting dReR = deR and ¿77? < eR iff dR 2 eR. Invariant valuation rings are those rings which arise from a valuation This is the definition given in Schilling's book [S] . Suppose v is a valuation on D with corresponding invariant valuation ring R. Then R* = ker(v), so D*/R* S v(D"). We call D*/R* the value group of R (or d) and denote it TR. The Jacobson radical .7(7?) of 7? is the set {d e R\d = 0ord~x £ 7?} = R -7?*, so .7(7?) is the unique maximal left (and right) ideal of 7?. Thus R = R/J(R) is a division ring, called the residue division ring of 7?.
As is well known (e.g. [E, 7.1, 8.6 ]) for commutative fields the notions of valuation, valuation ring and place are all equivalent. Dubrovin's rings correspond to the idea of a place on a simple Artinian ring. These rings are defined as follows. A subring B of a simple Artinian ring 5" is called a Dubrovin valuation ring of S provided that there is an ideal J of B such that (a) B/J is simple Artinian, (h)lf s eS -B then there are bx , b2eB with bxs, sb2eB -J.
The place associated to B is the map S -y B/J U {oo} given by jhj + 7 if s e B and 5 i-> oo otherwise. It turns out that J = J (B) and that B is a twosided order in S. Thus B is a prime Goldie ring. Furthermore, if F = Z(S) then Z(B) = BilF is a valuation ring of F . Dubrovin proved the following properties, which justify calling these rings valuation rings.
( 1 ) The two-sided ideals of B are linearly ordered by inclusion, although the one-sided ideals are generally not linearly ordered.
(2) Finitely generated one-sided ideals are principal and projective as Bmodules. since it is not true that any one-sided ideal of B is two-sided. The elements of YB are in 1-1 correspondence with the ideals of the form sB = Bs (so se st (B) ), and so YB classifies those 5-ideals of the form Y^se^ s^ > where ^ is a subset of st (B) . In general, not all 7?-ideals are of this form; indeed, all P-ideals are of this form precisely when B is integral over its center [M 2 , Theorem 3.1 or W2, Theorem F]. For B integral this property of 7?-ideals is what allows us to define a value function on S (see Definition 2.1). Integral Dubrovin valuation rings seem to behave the most like invariant valuation rings, and the presence of a value function allows many results about invariant valuation rings to be carried over to integral Dubrovin valuation rings.
One way Dubrovin valuation rings can be used to study valued division algebras is to help answer tensor product questions. Thus we can determine TR and R by determining B'. In this paper and in [MW] such a B' is found by observing that on 7), <S>F D2 there is a naturally occurring value function which gives rise to B' just as a valuation gives rise to an invariant valuation ring.
Value functions
In this section we will define value functions and prove some basic properties. The results of the next section and [MW] will make heavy use of value functions. It is easy to see that w satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1. This type of example can be found in [K] . By using value functions Kupferoth obtains a valuation on the universal division algebra UD(Q ,n,t). It was recently pointed out to us that Benz studied value functions with value group a subgroup of R in [Be] . The difference between value functions and valuations shows up in condition (3) of the above definition. This less restrictive multiplicative condition allows matrix algebras to have value functions, as seen by the above example. While it would appear that (3) is not a very restrictive condition, we shall see in Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.6 that this is not the case, and that equality in (3) holds sufficiently often for value functions to be an effective tool. For (3) we first note that -1 e st(w) since w((-l)~x) = w(-l) = 0 = -w(-l).
Thus for all s e S, w(-s) = w(-l) + w(s) = w(s) by (1). Now if w(s) > w(t) then w(t) = w((s + t) + (-s)) > min{w(s + t), w(s)} . Since w(s) > w(t), this implies w(t) > w(s + t) > min{w(s),w(t)} = w(t), giving w(s + t) = min{w(s) ,w(t)}.
Finally, to prove (4), properties (2) and (3) of Definition 2.1 show Bw is closed under addition and multiplication, and since w(-s) = w(s) for all s 6 S, Bw is closed under subtraction.
Furthermore, 1 e Bw as w(-l) = 0. Therefore Bw is a subring of S. Using properties (2) and (3) Proof. We define a value function w: S ^ TBxj {oo} as follows. First, let w(0) = oo. For s e S -{0} , by hypothesis there is an a e st (B) with BsB = aB. Let w(s) = aB* e TB , i.e. w(s) is the image of BsB in TB. It is clear that w is well defined since aB = ßB iff aB* = ßB* in Tß. The definition of the ordering on TB gives BsB ç BtB iff w(s) > w(t). We now verify the conditions of Definition 2.1. Condition (1) is clear. For (2), suppose w(s) > w(t). Then BsB ç BtB, and so s + te BtB , hence B(s + t)B ç BtB . Therefore w(s + t) > w(t) = min{w(s) ,w(t)}.
To see (3), since additive notation is being used for values of w , the element w(s) + w(t) refers to the image of (BsB)(BtB) in YB. As st e (BsB)(BtB), BstB ç (BsB)(BtB), hence w(st) > w(s) + w(t). For (4), it is clear that im(w) = w(st (B) ), and if a e st (B) , w(a~l) = -w(a) since w(a~ ) + w(a) corresponds to the ideal a~xBaB = a~XaB = B. Thus st(B) ç st(w), so im(w) = w(st(w)). Now to see B = Bw and 7(5) = Jw , BsB C B (resp. BsB = B)iff w(s) >w(l) = 0 (resp. w(s) = 0 ). Since BsB = B iff s e B -J (B) , it follows that B = {s e S\w(s)>0} and J ( [MW] deal exclusively with this finite dimensional situation.
An alternative approach to the above proof (and my original approach) in the case S is a central simple algebra is the following. By [W 2, Theorem F] there is a Dubrovin valuation ring Bh in S ®f Fh with Bh n Fh = Vh and BhxxS = B , where (Fh ,Vh) is the Henselization of (F, V). Since Fh is Henselian, Bh = Mn(R) where R is the invariant valuation ring in the underlying division algebra D of S®FFh (by Theorem 1.1 above). Defining w on S<8>FFk (possibly modifying it to account for the isomorphism Bh = Mn(R)) as in the example after Definition 2.1 and restricting to S gives the desired value function on S.
Frequently (as will be seen below and in [MW] ) one wants to find a Dubrovin valuation ring in a central simple algebra and has a naturally occurring value function on the algebra. It would be useful to know which Dubrovin valuation rings come from (or give rise to) value functions. The following is a converse to Theorem 2.3 and was proved by A. Wadsworth. In this section we shall prove some results about integral Dubrovin valuation rings (that is, Dubrovin valuation rings integral over their center) by making heavy use of value functions. The similarity of value functions and valuations (in particular property (1) of Lemma 2.2) allow results about invariant valuation rings to be generalized to integral Dubrovin valuation rings. The style of argument used in [MW] is similar to the arguments below. By combining the Henselization theorem [W 2, Theorem B] with results about integral Dubrovin valuation rings we are able to obtain results about arbitrary Dubrovin valuation rings (see for instance Corollary 3.6).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose B is an integral Dubrovin valuation ring of a central simple algebra S, F a subfield of Z(S), V = B n F, and w is a value function on S corresponding to B with w\F = v. Take ax, ... ,a e st (B) such that the w(a¡) are distinct mod Yv, and ux, ... ,u,e B -J (B) such that Wx, ... ,uj are linearly independent over V. Then the elements {a¡u | 1 < i < e, 1 < j < f) are linearly independent over F. Furthermore, if x = J2¡ , ai¡aiu¡ w^m a¡j e F, then w(x) = min( j{v(a¡J) + w(a¡)} . v(aijo) = min;{v(a/7)} e Tv . Now w^E;«,/*,",) = w(at) + w(Y/Jaiju]) = w(a¡) + minj{v(ajj)}, since the ai e st (B) . As the w(ai) are distinct mod Yv, the elements minj{v(aij) + w(aj)} are distinct, so w(E,■ , a,jaiuj) = min,. j{v(atjj) + w(a¡)} , by Lemma 2.2. This implies that if E, ¡ai,aiuj = ® then all a¡¡ = 0, so the a(« are linearly independent over F . u Given B a Dubrovin valuation ring of S lying over V, let e = &BjV be the number of elements in the set { y e TB \ 0 < y < a V a e Tv, a > 0 } . It is easy to see that if 0 = y, < ■ ■ ■ < ye < Fy = {a e Tv \ a > 0} then the y. are distinct mod Yy , so eB,v < eB,v . It is well known (cf. [B, pp. 424, 427 or E, 13.5, 18.6] Therefore eB/vfB/v = [S :F] . D
In dealing with central simple algebras one frequently has to consider tensor products of algebras and extension of scalars. When studying valuation theory it is very useful to be able to determine properties of Dubrovin valuation rings in a tensor product given information about each of the pieces. Proof. Since \TB :TV\ < oo (by (3)), there is a unique order preserving homomorphism TB <-> Y y ®z Q <-> TB ®z Q = AB , AB the divisible hull of YB . The intersection YB ixYB is then computed in AB . Let a,, ... ,ae e st (B) be representatives of YB¡ /Yv and w,, ... ,ufeB -7(5) map to a F-basis of 5, with ax= ux = I . Since 5,/F is defectless the axi. are an P-basis of Sx by Lemma 3.1. Thus every element in S can be written uniquely in the form E, ; aiuj ® sij ■ Let w¡ be a value function on S¡ corresponding to 5. with wx\F = w2\F = v . Define w on S by w J2aiuj 9 su = mf{wx(ai) + w2(sij)} ■ Let 5 = {s e S | w(s) > 0} and 7 = {s e S | w(s) > 0}. We will show that w is a value function on 5 and 5/7 is simple Artinian, so by Theorem 2.4, 5 will be an integral Dubrovin valuation ring of S. We first show that (a) w(s + t) > min{w(s), w(t)} , (b) w(st) > w(s) + w(t), (c) w(sx®s2) = wx(sx) + w2(s2). Property (c) shows that 5, ®v B2ç_ B and 7(5(.) = 5;. n 7, hence B~X,B~2!-B /J. To demonstrate these properties, let s = ¿Zaiuj®sij and ta\ZatuJ9tti' i J i J (a) w(s +1) = min{u;, (a,) + w0(sn + r.,.)} . Suppose the minimum occurs at i ,j = k ,1, and that w2(sk¡) < w2(tk¡). Then w(s + t) = wx(ak) + w2(skl + tkl) > wx(ak) + w2(skl) > miniw^a,) + w2(su)} = w(s) > min{w(s) ,w(t)}.
(c) Say sx = J2ijaijaiuj with % e F . Then sx ®s2 = T,ijaiuj®ai/2, so w(sx ®s2) = min{wx(aj) + w2(a¡jS2)} = min^fa,) + v{atJ) + w2(s2)} = min{w,(a;.) + t>(al7)} + w2(s2) = wx(sx) + w2(s2).
(b) Let a¡j = aluj®sij and ty = aiuj ® ttj. So st = YJi,j,k,iaij'lki ■ Then by (a) and (c),
Since 5( «-» 5/7 and their images commute there is a F-algebra homomorphism 5, <8>yB2 -► 5/7 given by bx <g> b2 >-> bx ® b2 + J . This map is injective by the simplicity of 5, ®yB2. For surjectivity, let b = E, , a(«, <8>5,, 6 5-7.
So tü(¿>) = 0, hence some wx(a¡) + w2(s¡j) = 0. Since YB xx YB = Yv this can only happen for / = 1 as ax = 1 , and so all w2(sXj) > 0 and w2(sx j) = 0 for some j. Notice also in the above example that U (and W) does not extend to an invariant valuation ring of D even though it does so extend to both Dx and D2. The next example shows that the tensor product of two central simple algebras need not contain an integral Dubrovin valuation ring even though each piece does. This example shows the necessity for assuming the simplicity of 5, ®yB2 in Theorem 3.3. The example in [M , ] shows the need of defectlessness in at least one of the factors. 
